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der Eindruck beschrieben, den der Rezensent bei der LektUre des vorliegenden 
Buches gewonnen hat. Der Text h~tte so nicht gedruckt werden dtirfen! Ob bei 
einer grt~ndlichen Oberarbeitung die Biographie noch zu retten ware, ist angesichts 
der Defizite im sprachlichen Ausdruck der Autoren nut schwer vorstellbar. 
Zum SchluB sei der Leser, der an einer seriOsen Kowalewskaja-Biographie int r- 
essiert ist, auf die Arbeiten [4; 5] hingewiesen. 
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The theme of the medieval merchant as a precursor for the European scientific 
revolution is not new and, perhaps, has best been articulated in the writings of 
Jeannin [2]. Joseph Needham, in offering rationales as to why China did not undergo 
a similar intellectual transformation, cites the suppression of her merchant class 
[4]. In China, merchants were barred from the traditional civil service xamination 
and therefore xcluded from the intellectual hierarchy of the state, whereas in 
Europe, the merchant families and guilds exerted considerable economic and politi- 
cal influence. Merchant activities fostered exactitude. In the quest for increased 
revenues, accurate measurements of time, distance, and quantity became important. 
European merchants were avid observers, collectors, and processors of data--all, 
of course, in the name of profit. Such activities could easily be directed to the 
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service of science. The advancement of merchantile interests and markets timulated 
a variety of associated technological nd scientific innovations from more efficient 
loom and ship design to the more accurate charting of the seas and heavens. It 
was the merchants' enthusiasm that ushered in the European adoption of the 
Hindu-Arabic numerals and their computing algorithms. Certainly the rise of West- 
ern mercantile capitalism did much to encourage the intellectual, cultural, and 
scientific movements hat came later [6]. 
Under the enticing and promising title, On the Shoulders of Merchants, Richard 
Hadden attributes yet another causal innovation to the professional drive of the 
moneymen and traders of 14th-15th century Europe, the concept of commodity 
value. For Hadden, reckoning masters, working on behalf of the merchant commu- 
nity and seeking solutions to commercial problems, devised a concept of general 
magnitude. This concept arose from the necessity of computing comparative alues 
for dissimilar commodities. Then, he theorizes, the notion of general magnitude 
was adopted by natural scientists in devising their mechanistic world view. In devel- 
oping the case for his premise, the author builds on the work of Franz Borkenau 
(1934) [1] and Jacob Klein (1940) [3] and references a positivist Marxist outlook 
concerning the rise of science. He contends that scientific change can only be 
understood within a sociology of knowledge and feels that the pivotal understanding 
of nature rests with relations in society rather than relations to nature itself. Certainly 
interesting but controversial conjectures, ones that require strong and careful justi- 
fication. 
This monograph, a revision of the author's doctoral dissertation, begins by estab- 
lishing a sociology of knowledge upon which the discussion will proceed (Chapter 
1). A concept of absolute value is then extracted from Marxist theory. Labor 
produces a commodity; the values of different commodities can be compared; 
therefore, the value of the labor that produced them can be compared. Value then 
becomes an abstract property of an object--humans and things can be compared 
on the same basis (Chapter 2). Chapter 3surveys ome differences between ancient 
and early modern mathematical thinking and posits their effects upon the conceptu- 
alization of mechanics. For the ancients, number and magnitude were fundamentally 
different and proportions could only be established between quantities of like kind. 
Aristotle noted the inappropriateness of commercial mathematics whose origins 
lay in logistica for use in physics (including mechanics), which required arithmetia. 
Hadden contends that in the early modern period, with a concept of general magni- 
tude in hand, such distinctions became irrelevant. The next chapter attempts to 
document the modern use of general magnitude in the work of selected "commer- 
cially oriented mathematical practitioners": John Dee, Rafael Bombelli, etc. This 
is followed by a similar listing of theorists who supposedly employed a concept of 
general magnitude in their world view: Tartaglia, Galileo, Vi6te, etc. The final 
chapter eiterates the central theme that the laws of nature as conceived by man 
evolve from social relationships. 
The labyrinthine path devised by Richard Hadden in demonstrating his thesis is 
often difficult o follow. Extensive quotations of questionable worth and frequent 
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calls to authority detract from rather than clarify issues of concern. Extraneous 
information abounds, providing further impediments tograsping the intended mes- 
sage. For example, in the section on Vi6te's work, the reader learns that Catherine 
of Parthenay, Vi6te's student and friend, was a Huguenot and her first husband 
was killed at the massacre of St. Bartholomew (p. 130). Even so, there is little 
question that the commercial computations of 13th-14th century reckoning masters 
provided amathematical foundation upon which subsequent atural scientists could 
build their mechanical world view [5]. What emerged from their reckoning, particu- 
larly the use of the merchants' "golden rule" or "rule of three," needed for barter 
transactions, and the chain rule of compound proportions used for currency ex- 
change, was a concept and symbolism for the unknown, cosa--co;  the variable 
in mathematics was recognized. Further, causal relationships (functions) between 
variables was also acknowledged. It was from this mathematics that eventual Gali- 
lean, Newtonian, and Cartesian theories would rise. This path between social needs, 
mathematical conceptualization a d utility is clear. 
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